
Doctrinal Summary of 
Trials & Tribulations:  Disaster Testing 

Disaster Testing is encountered when the believer faces circumstances that occur to him, or those in his 

immediate periphery, that create a significant disruption to the status quo (normal state) of his life, 

property, or area of operation.  Disasters encountered during disaster testing are not based on response 

to any decision that the believer has made.  Rather, the disasters faced in this world are the byproduct 

of Lucifer’s rebellion, negative volitional expression of man, and the fallen world in which man operates. 

One of the best examples of Disaster Testing is found in the book of Job.  Within the course of the first 

two chapters of Job Satan brings into his life significant circumstances that were intended to disrupt the 

stability of Job’s worship of God.  In Job 1:13-22 Scripture identifies that Satan brought forth natural 

disasters that took the lives of Job’s livestock, servants, and children.  In Job 2:1-13 Scripture identifies 

that God further permitted Satan to bring disease and sickness upon Job’s body.  None of these disasters 

were direct byproducts of Job’s own decisions; they were not judgment for his actions.  But, 

nevertheless, they still occurred and significantly disrupted his livelihood, family, and body. 

Another example of Disaster Testing is found in Genesis 37:29-36 where Joseph’s brothers inform their 

father Jacob that his beloved son was dead, presenting Joseph’s bloodied tunic as evidence of his death.  

Jacob mourned Joseph’s death for many days, declaring that he would die on mourning.  His life was 

completely disrupted by the apparent disaster, yet God worked the apparent disaster for good.  Thus, 

Scripture identifies two primary sources from which Disaster Testing occurs:  Satan & Company’s activity 

and man’s negative volitional decisions impacting the lives of others. 

The purpose of the disaster encountered in Disaster Testing is to break the stability of the believer’s 

fellowship with God and spiritual advance against the domain of darkness.  Thus, the point of contact 

during Disaster Testing is at the intersection of the believer with the disastrous circumstance.  The 

circumstance is intended to significantly disrupt the believer’s focus and stability in order to modify his 

operation. 

The believer’s ability to endure Disaster Testing is based upon his recognition of God’s authority over all 

things and His sovereign plan for the believer’s life.  As God allows disasters to impact the believer He 

also provides the believer with all that is needed to navigate the disaster.  Maintaining focus on the 

sovereignty of God allows the believer trust God’s omniscience, righteousness, and love during 

disastrous circumstances. 

While the disasters encountered from Satan & Company and fellow man’s negative volitional expression 

disrupt the stability of the believer’s life, they do not disrupt the stability of God’s plan.  They have 

already been accounted for by God’s omniscience.  Thus, the believer is best able to navigate Disaster 

Testing by orienting his focus on God’s plan in which the disastrous circumstance was already prepared 

for in advance by God.  In doing so the believer is able to maintain worship of God during the most 

difficult of circumstances in this fallen world.  Such was Job’s response initially upon the death of his 

livestock, servants, and children (cf. Job 1:20). 

Disaster Testing is successfully passed when the believer maintains a divine perspective on the plan of 

God and the reality that God will work all circumstances to his good (cf. Romans 8:28; 11:36). 


